Ravens roomy receiver Lee Evans returned to practice Thursday and plans aboard playing by the
Tennessee Titans,nba jerseys sale,forward to the Carroll County Times.
Evans sounded optimistic almost his status a day subsequently sitting out train and wearing a
protective shoe as an injured left ankle.
"Absolutely,customize nfl jersey, I plan aboard playing on Sunday,replica nba jerseys," Evans said.
"But we'll must discern You got to take it day at day and discern what happens."
The Ravens' broad receiver team is unproven after Evans and Anquan Boldin. If Evans can't
activity against the Titans,Nike Vikings Jerseys,football jersey size chart, the Ravens would must
replace him with both David Reed alternatively Torrey Smith,shop nfl jerseys,either of whom have
never caught a pass surrounded the NFL.
Ravens aggressive coordinator Cam Cameron expressed confidence in the backups.
"Our juvenile guys are getting better each day Cameron told reporters by Ravens headquarters
Thursday. "The young guys have the best collective attitude of any juvenile crew Ive ever been
approximately
Evans' speed ambition be valuable as the Ravens moving forward In the season key Joe Flacco
completed three passes of 25 alternatively more yards,ice hockey jersey,merely only an went to a
spacious recipient (Boldin).The AFC East is getting mentioned for the NFL's best division again
The latest edition of ESPN.com's Power Rankings illustrates why.
The New York Jets and New England Patriots are two of only three crews with less than two
losses. They are ranked Nos.two and three this week behind the other one-loss club,throwback
nba jerseys, the Pittsburgh Steelers.
The Miami Dolphins moved up slightly behind a nice road victory over a preseason Super Bowl
preference The Buffalo Bills were aboard their bye weekend and remained by rock bottom.
ESPN.com's Power Rankings panel features senior writer John Clayton,cheap nhl jersey, AFC
South blogger Paul Kuharsky,kids sports jersey,nike uniforms nfl, AFC North blogger James Walker
and NFC West blogger Mike Sando.
2. New York Jets
Previous rank: three
My take: They were shaky at times against an inferior opponent,mlb custom jerseys,but Mile High
Stadium isn't the easiest place to play and the Jets bottom a access to win without their best
game. The Jets sprinted amongst the bye-week finish line with anew victory and are 5-1.
3. New England Patriots
Previous rank: six
My take: Can't debate with this ranking along always based on terminal week's vote and what
transpired. The Patriots needed overtime,nba custom jerseys,barely they withstood one
impressive challenge to beat the then-No.two Baltimore Ravens in Gillette Stadium.
16. Miami Dolphins
Previous rank: 17
My take: I was surprised the Dolphins didn't climb extra than a spot behind knocking off the Green
Bay Packers,nfl jersey, ranked No.eight final week,2012 nike nfl pro combat uniforms,by Lambeau
Field. I assume the panel can protect Miami's minor tweak given the load of injuries Green Bay
almost overcame before succumbing among sudden decease The Dolphins are 3-0 aboard the
road and have the Steelers along home this week. A victory would build the Dolphins for legit.
32. Buffalo Bills
Previous rank: 32
My take: The Bills might have gotten healthier and cultivated with some other train during the bye
week,how to make a basketball jersey,barely unless they reveal something radical Sunday against
the Ravens,nhl jerseys for cheap, there's no reason to move the Bills from the bottom rung. ,design
a football jersey,new nike nfl
I?¡¥m a fan of Posluszny’s willingness to engage in the conversation and talk about some struggles
in his past. He helps himself by saying the criticism is part of the deal rather than bemoaning

something as overblown or taken out of context.
He?¡¥s right in that linebackers are going to lose in coverage and he?¡¥s hardly the lone guy that
will get beat by Fred Jackson.
Hit “Like” if you want the Texans to add another quarterback for insurance.
The rap on Paul Posluszny is that he?¡¥s not very good in pass coverage.
Yet, I think they should sign a veteran as insurance in the event Leinart gets hurt. Leinart was hurt
in 2006 and 2007 for Big Red.
Matt Leinart is boosted by arguably a better run game and defense than Caleb Hanie and Tyler
Palko have. With Andre Johnson returning to the lineup this week,how to make a football jersey, he
has undeniably the best receiver of the quarterbacks.
Follow me at:
In the Jaguars?¡¥ most recent preseason game he got beat by Buffalo running back Fred Jackson
for a 30-yard catch,nike nfl uniform, which brought the criticism back to the forefront.
“Last year,leaked nike nfl uniforms,nfl custom jersey, yeah,new nfl jerseys 2012, I struggled with a
new scheme,flag football jersey, new coaches and it showed at times. The Buffalo media took off
with that. Especially, we were horrible,team canada hockey jersey,nike and nfl,ohio state football
jersey, we were a bad team,replica nfl jerseys,nike nfl jerseys 2012, we’re losing,usc football
jersey, playing bad on defense and then it’s, ??He can’t tackle,nfl jerseys nike,yankee jersey, Paul
can’t cover,nike nfl pro combat jerseys,new nike nfl jerseys 2012,nhl vintage jersey,?¡¥ you know
what I mean? Which I understand is part of the deal. New system,nike nfl uniforms leaked, new
environment and I am much more comfortable with what we’re doing here compared to what I had
to do last year.”
Tweet Tweet
Gary Kubiak said today that the Texans might not sign one of the four that they worked out. I’ve
also found reports that Chase Clement from the UFL worked out.
On opening day the Titans may try to get a back one-on-one with Posluszny. If it?¡¥s Javon Ringer
or Jamie Harper,football jersey for dogs,official nfl jersey,nhl jersey database, I?¡¥ll be eager to
see how he does. If it?¡¥s going to be Chris Johnson,how to frame a football jersey, no matter how
much the Jaguars and Posluszny believe in his coverage ability,nhl jersey history,nfl jersey
sales,dallas stars hockey jersey, they?¡¥d be wise to burn a timeout and adjust their personnel
and/or alignment.
I love the Jaguars’ starting linebackers. I want to see the starting three healthy,dog football
jersey,new nike nfl jerseys, with the full stable of defensive linemen working in front of them.
He talked about it with Tania Ganguli,nfl nike jerseys 2012, defending his coverage skills,nfl replica
jersey,NHL Jerseys Wholesale, talking about small sample size and pointing out where he believes
the perception comes from. He has room to improve,nike pro combat nfl,replica nhl jerseys, he
said,auburn football jersey, but the reputation came out of one bad season in difficult
circumstances.
“To me how all that started was last year in Buffalo,nfl and nike, when we changed coaches and
changed schemes,2012 nfl jerseys, I was not comfortable with what we were doing from a
schematic standpoint and I was asked to do different things that I had never done before. I didn’t

play nearly as well as I was capable of. My first three years I was very comfortable with what we
were doing and I had success in the passing game.
Browse our professional site for nike nfl jerseys,Cheap nhl jerseys,mlb Jerseys,Wholesale nba
Jerseys,Discount nfl Jerseys,hockey Jerseys.Find sports jerseys for your favorite team or player
with reasonable price from popnfljersey.com
Cheap air jordans for sale
Retro jordans for sale
jordans for sale
Cheap foamposites for sale
The inclusion of "hopefully" says all you need to know about what Elway really thinks. These
comments are a big improvement over his tin-eared comments earlier this year. Still,retro nba
jerseys, Elway refuses to throw his support behind his quarterback.
The most confusing thing is why Elway can't just lie. He spent 20 years of his sporting career
talking to reporters. Would it be so hard to deflect a few questions,nba cheap jerseys, throw out
some balanced praise and move on? Like a politician who's going to have to answer for his
previous statements one day,make a football jersey, Elway will be the one who ultimately makes
the Tebow decision. With each word he speaks on the situation,authentic baseball jerseys, he
exposes himself to criticism from either side of the Tebow aisle. Why is John Elway picking a fight
with himself?
This is John Elway?¡¥s idea of showing support for Tim Tebow
Related: Tim Tebow
Wed Dec 21 12:02pm EST
On Tebow's future:
On his earlier comments that suggested Tebow wasn't the team's true quarterback:
On Tebow's status as a member of the Broncos:
"The best way for Tim to develop was to be good on the defensive side and take our time with him
on the offensive side. And that wouldn't dump all the pressure on him and say,olympic hockey
jerseys, 'Here you go,kids nfl jersey, in your second year you need to go out and score 35 points a
game.'
Close this window For the most captivating daily read,old school basketball jerseys, Make
Yahoo,replica nba jersey! your Homepage
For the first time this season,college basketball jersey, John Elway has publicly backed Tim Tebow
... sort of. In a wide-ranging interview with the Associated Press,giants baseball jersey, the team's
director of football operations offered his first true support of his popular,under armour baseball
jerseys, young quarterback,russian hockey jerseys, yet still stopped short of giving him any
hardened vote of confidence.
Read: He's still not there yet.
Denver always had a fine defense when Elway was there,new nfl jerseys,college jerseys cheap,
but it was hardly as good as Elway recalls. During his tenure with the team,kids football jersey, the
Broncos defense finished in the bottom half of the NFL in total defense more times than it did in the
top half. So what he really means to say is,nba authentic jersey, "ever since I stopped being
quarterback,design your own nfl jersey, this team has stunk and the fans have stunk too. And since

Tim Tebow isn't me,free nba jersey, it will be difficult to regain this status."
No one has commented yet.
April 6,nike nfl combat uniforms, 1999 – In a great western showdown between the 23-8 Utah Jazz
and the 23-12 Los Angeles Lakers – a game big enough to draw TNT’s Inside the NBA crew to the
Forum – the veteran Utah Jazz once again sent a message to the youthful Lakers about who the
best team in the West was. The Jazz took an 8-point lead after the 1st-quarter,customizable
hockey jerseys, but the Lakers played well enough to maintain a 1-point advantage entering the
4th-period. As was the case in so many of Utah’s previous wins over LA,nfl youth jersey,new era
caps, the Jazz’s experience and execution came to the forefront in the final period as they
outscored the Lakers 32-18 (10:54-mark). Shandon Anderson broke free with 10 of his 12 points in
the 4th,cheap nba jerseys for sale, but the story of the game was 35-year old Karl Malone. In
addition to torching Dennis Rodman,montreal canadiens hockey jersey, Malone set a franchise
record in shooting a perfect 12 of 12 from the field. He finished with 30 points,cheap authentic nba
jerseys, 10 rebounds and 5 assists. John Stockton added 17 points in a balanced Utah attack that
featured 5 players scoring in double-figures – including center Greg Ostertag who played one of
his best games of the season,nba champion jerseys, recording 11 points,throwback jerseys nba,
10 rebounds and 4 blocks. Despite losing head coach Jerry Sloan (who was ejected in the 3rdquarter 7:30-mark) the Jazz recorded their 4th-straight win on the Lakers’ home floor. Shaquille
O’Neal led Los Angeles with 24 points while battling foul trouble. Rick Fox scored 19 off the bench
and Kobe Bryant added 15.
No trackbacks yet.
"Tim Tebow's not going anywhere. I mean,cheap nhl jerseys free shipping, he's going to be a
Bronco and we're going to do everything we can and hopefully he's that guy."
"I think that comment was probably a little bit too blunt. Because I think the big picture with Tim is
we've got to see the whole body of work. And so really what you want to see with him is the
improvement that's going to happen over time."
The biggest compliments Elway doles out is that Tebow is a competitor and he draws well.
"And then I also thought,customized baseball jerseys,Knicks Jerseys, having gone to the
games,university of michigan hockey jersey, that we had lost a lot of the home-field
advantage,create a nfl jersey, and I remember that when I played here,white baseball jersey, we
had a great home-field advantage. But it was usually because we were so good on defense."
On Tebow's development:
"We want it to happen because of the competitor he is and what type of person he is and how he
represents not only himself but represents the Broncos and the city. People have been watching
him,ccm nhl jerseys, so he's a draw. But that's where some time in the offseason (helps) and it
comes down to timing and throwing.
By Chris Chase
"Do I think he'll get there? Yeah,practice hockey jerseys, I do."
Nothing is wrong with Elway's analysis of Tebow,south carolina baseball jersey, mind you. What I
don't understand is why he's even making public statements like this in the first place. There's
nothing in the NFL code that says personnel guys need to talk to the press during the season.
What benefit is there to going on a radio show to talk about Tebow? What's the best-case
scenario? Staying silent and letting this thing play out for the next two weeks is a much better idea
than going on radio and having your words parsed by media outlets all week.

cheap jordans for sale
Sun Nov 29 11:13am EST,discount football jerseys
Sunday Spotlight: How do the Texans blew the Colts?
By Doug Farrar
After Houston's close 20-17 detriment to the Colts among Week nine,much experts have said that
the Texans have the best become of derailing Indy's potential undefeated season among today's
rematch. That's as two reasons -- first the Texans have played the Colts tight among four of their
last five matchups,youth football jerseys, and second, the toughest opponent Peyton and his crew
face next this game is the Denver Broncos, and who knows what kind of team you'll get while you
take on Denver these days?
The loss to the Colts would have been the maximum important win among Texans history, and that
still stands of Houston can pull it off. The AFC South championship would be out of reach barring a
selection of Biblical miracles,reebok football jersey,merely Houston could work before with
wonderful confidence on a possible playoff escape The question is how do the 5-5 Texans really
pull it off?
One avail will current itself right off the bat -- pass-rusher extraordinaire Dwight Freeney(notes) is
out with one abdominal injury,2012 nike football jerseys. In the first matchup this season,nfl jersey
2012, Freeney racked up 1.five sacks against Houston's provocative line,nfl store, and his dearth
allows Houston to adjust its protection schemes to catalogue as Robert Mathis(notes). Freeney
and Mathis feed off each other preventing offenses from taking both actors on with the doubleteams they deserve.
The matchup of the game is the same as it was the first period -- Colts fixed annihilate Dallas
Clark(notes) versus Texans beginner linebacker Brian Cushing(notes),football jersey s. In Week
nine Manning targeted Clark 16 times, and Clark caught 14 passes as 119 yards. These were
mostly underneath routes averaging 8.five yards per catch and the Texans bracketed scope to
deal with the Colts' receivers. Despite Clark's stat-heavy day it was an efficacious tactics among
that Manning did not toss a touchdown pass to a receiver -- only running back Joseph Addai(notes)
kept Manning alive within the touchdown classification The Texans might consider rolling safety
Bernard Pollard(notes) over more to cover Clark,but they'd probably be better off allowing the small
substance and devoting accessory resources to the deep and outside threats -- especially when
the Colts work no-huddle and stop Houston from using substitutions. Oh,nfl jersey supply, and
putting the game aboard the foot of kicker Kris Brown(notes) (pitcured aboard right next missing
the field goal namely would have tied the Colts game) isn't advisable right immediately.
The real dare as Houston want be to put attach consistent drives via escape and pass equilibrium
and control the impetus of the game. Ryan Moats(notes) led the crew with 38 yards on 16 carries
last duration and namely ambition never feed the bulldog. They need to go Steve Slaton(notes)
among as his versatility,saints nfl jersey, and put accompany enough threats to keep Indy's
barricade from smothering Andre Johnson(notes). If they can do namely and keep Manning's deep
substance within detain particularly the menace of Austin Collie(notes) aboard deep slot routes -that's where Pollard needs to be if he's coming up to coerce the Texans have a comely chance of
beating the Colts among Houston,nfl football jerseys cheap.Close this window For the most
captivating daily peruse Make Yahoo! your Homepage
Mon Apr 27 09:51am EDT
News & Notes: Jacoby Ellsbury's plate swipe as agreeable as it gets
By 'Duk
A few items to read while being true to your school with Uncle Jesse ...
Yes, the level of Red Sox-Yankees often reaches simply tune-it-out levels of hype aboard the
Worldwide Leader and other outlets (including,perhaps this an
But if you couldn't admire the moment of Jacoby Ellsbury stealing household against Andy Pettitte
aboard Sunday night film during a nationally-televised Red Sox victory namely finished a sweep
over the Yankees and stretched Boston's win streak to 10? Well,plain football jersey, I'm never
sure that you're that huge of a fan of baseball,custom football jersey. The only access I would've
enjoyed namely any more was if Ellsbury's swipe would've earned us all a free taco. For extra,nfl
jerseys nike,check out Red's Screen Schottzie-type watch by the moment that may have shoved

Joe Girardi an tread closer to the unemployment line. [Surviving Grady]
Ellsbury may have struggled during last year's playoffs,nike football jerseys nfl,merely that doesn't
mean the digit of dads going on TV to ask him to wed their daughters has decreased any. [Bugs &
Cranks]
Some folk naturally complained almost ESPN's coverage of the steal barely I think the Sunday
Night Baseball team dida appealing job especially considering the myriad of replays they showed
latterly Felt like I was along Fenway. [Sox & Dawgs]
***
So what happens while you purchase a seat as your 1st game by Citi Field, only to find out namely
only the cupholder barely your substantial seat exists? [Metsradamus]
Speaking of agreeable cinema surrounded natural-born rivalries over the weekend, the brutish
power of Albert Pujols' grand slam off David Patton on Saturday afternoon was as mind boggling as
Patton's decision to toss the best hitter within baseball a first-pitch fastball down the median of the
plate Yes, I saw the ball land,merely I'm still not convinced it didn't disintegrate upon meet Pujols'
bat which is immediately capable of splitting the atom. (MLB.com VIDEO)
This anatomy of Brian Wilson's beat save aboard Sunday doesn't take his constant Twittering
almost Reebok Pumps and pearly mocha frappucinos into list merely is impressive always the
same. [Bay City Ball]
The Tigers may be among 1st zone among the AL Central,custom nfl football jerseys,merely that
doesn't mean their fans can't see some problems. Like, what's up with Justin Verlander pitching
from the amplify [DTW]
Here's a great see by Evan Longoria's sweet swing mechanics,2012 nfl jersey, complete with
animated GIFs! [Baseball Intellect through DRaysBay]
Resurrecting an year debate: Is it duration as TB to commerce Carl Crawford? [FanGraphs]
Nate McLouth has entered the recondite and wacky globe of indirect injuries. [Pirates Report]
Finally, I'm not the biggest fan of pointing out others' mistakes Lord knows I acquaint enough of
them myself barely Phil Rogers of the Chicago Tribune confusing the Giants' Pablo Sandoval with
the highest infamous drug seller of always duration is also comic never to share,nfl shop jerseys.
There's a joke nearly the pearly foul lines among there somewhere [Desipio]
One of Andy Dolan's thousands of fans noticed this mistake aboard Sunday night, and it has
remained up aboard the Tribune's website amongst this morning,2012 nike nfl jersey. Can't imagine
this has anything to do with the Tribune firing four sports copy editors last week, can it?

Our online shop offers Outlet Nike Football Jersey,Authentic new nike jerseys,China wholesale
cheap football jersey,Cheap NHL Jerseys.Cheap price and good quality,IF you want to buy good
jerseys,click here!This Labor Day Weekend was a big an as the Miami Dolphins. On Saturday the
Fins were forced,like the rest of the NFL,replica baseball jersey, to slit their roster down to the
restrict of 53.
Some of the huge names that were slit to get cracking the limit were backup guard Donald
Thomas,broad receiver Patrick Turner,fixed kill David Martin, and safety Nate Ness.
But the chaos did not block there my associate Fin fans. The team continued to release some big
names aboard their roster,nfl womens jerseys,along terminating the contracts of defensive ends
Marques Douglas and Charles Grant. The crew likewise placed injured cornerback Will Allen
aboard the injured keep list along with versatile backup combative lineman Nate Garner. Those two
ambition be out as the season.
The team continued their fall cleaning although when they released backup linebacker Charlie

Anderson,baseball jersey designer,nike combat jersey, and guard Cory Procter.
Anderson was released among favor of inside linebacker Bobby Carpenter, and the Dolphins
released Douglas, Grant, Procter, and banished Allen to sign defensive ends Clifton Geathers, and
Rob Rose,aggressive lineman Joe Reitz,nba jersey sales,Cardinals Jerseys, and Jermey Parnell.
The series of moves that the Dolphins made this weekend made mini to no sense to me. First
off,nhl all star jerseys, you cannot differentiate me that Reitz or Parnell,nike football jersey,
unproven players within the NFL, would serve as better backups to the team??s starting combative
line than Procter alternatively Donald Thomas. Thomas has 13 starts in the NFL yet and was a
proven flee blocker within the alliance The Dolphins questioned his motor,customized football
jerseys,but they ought have given him more period to redouble,new nike nfl jerseys,make a football
jersey,at last he is a 5th round elect not a 1st!

After the nestle of Garner on the IR, I knew that we needed some depth aboard the line,new nfl
uniforms nike,reebok nfl jersey, so an would think that they would have kept both Procter and
Thomas aboard the roster, instead of these juvenile guns that might have something to prove to
the federation.
Thanks to these moves,design your own baseball jersey,authentic nfl jersey, the crew swiftly has
mini to no depth aboard the aggressive line. To thicken the contrive the Fins also have career
backup Joe Berger penciled surrounded as the starting centre,ahead of the superiorly skilled Jake
Grove. This is additionally again transfer that does not make sense because Grove was a
distinction maker last yearly within his duration as a starter,cheap sport jerseys,nike nfl jersey, and
was the physical force at centre that the team was looking as Starting Berger over Grove longing
equitable digress the ground game,mlb jerseys wholesale, and dart off the whole aggressive line
chemistry once Grove is inserted into the starting roster afresh.
The decision to abandon Martin puts the crew within a aperture as well because instantly they only
have two firm ends affable with an on the practice squad. And did I mention that the primary backup
as starter Anthony Fasano is John Nalbone,oregon ducks football jersey, who has never suited up
as a game additionally among his profession For a team that likes to run two tight end sets, they
sure abandoned their manner with this migrate which causes questions to appear aboard what
they longing do along the firm kill position come gametime, and the crew finds themselves in the
red zone, with no proven backup fixed end to insert among the red zone formation,nhl hockey
jerseys,football jerseys cheap, which features two firm ends.
To reserve the confusion and the anger coming,football jersey numbers,create your own nfl jersey,
the Dolphins watch to have shot themselves in the foot according placing Allen on IR. The Dolphins
have announced that veteran Jason Allen want be starting this week because of the immatureness
of Sean Smith. The team is waiting as Smith to grow up,nba basketball jersey,nike jersey nfl, and if
Smith cannot outperform Allen soon, we longing must handle with Allen??s sub-par coverage skills
always season long. This is where Will Allen could come into activity We know what we ambition
get out of him,football jersey maker, and he could come back along Week four strong and healthy,
and be inserted right back into the starting lineup,nba jerseys, with no problems. But because Will
Allen want not be affable always season long, the team longing must improvise if someone were to
get rankle or not deed.
Also,hockey jerseys cheap,football gear, Allen has made it clear that he does not accede with the
idea of sitting out the whole season,while he feels he can be back onward the teams BYE among
Week five So why would the team force an of their better players onto the injured keep list while he
feels he can activity 3/4 of the season? Only the team can answer this question, and of lesson

they are not willing to answer.
The release of Douglas and Grant was simply uncalled as and a inexpensive migrate aboard the
teams part In a transfer to get younger,personalized mlb jerseys,cheap nfl jerseys, the crew
terminated the contracts of the two reliable vets within favor of the inexperienced Geathers and
Rose. But what adds fuel to the fire is that the crew longing most likely bring an of the players back
afterward Monday after Week one is over and done with,cheap mlb jersey, so they longing not
have to disburse the guaranteed buck aboard the vets contract.
Talk almost a inexpensive migrate Since while are the Miami Dolphins nearly saving buck Since
while is Bill Parcells looking past a game to save a few bucks? If you ask me, a team ought have
all of the players they absence to have over the lesson of the season aboard their roster as Week
an,uk basketball jersey,never after Week an because they are worried almost buck.
The capital occasion as my major disapprovement of always of this weekends moves is because
an huge injury alternatively two to the crew would be devastating loss? that would disable the team
The Dolphins came into camp with an all-around deep crew immediately they have lost that
depth,nike nfl pro combat uniforms, and now that injuries are starting to set surrounded these
moves discern even more questionable to me.
The Fins of lesson think these moves are great,merely all it ambition take is an major detriment via
injury,or again losing season,nfl youth jersey, and then perhaps some folk longing be losing their
jobs because of their on-going serach as young unproven aptitude instead of players that can aid
the crew immediately.I was stunned according an online vote conducted along the Toronto-based
National Post,cheap authentic nhl jerseys, which revealed namely 55 percent of respondents really
said they were cheering as the Ducks in the Stanley Cup Finals.
?¡ãDoes namely mean we?¡¥re a cluster of losers??¡À the National Post wondered among
Tuesday?¡¥s print editions. ?¡ãNot necessarily.?¡À
One reader offered this opinion: ?¡ãI am cheering as Anaheim as several reasons. They have 20
Canadians on their roster while Ottawa has 14, their captain (Scott Niedermayer) is Canadian and
Ottawa?¡¥s (Daniel Alfredsson) is never.?¡À
Does namely mean the Ducks have chanced Canada?¡¥s Team? I?¡¥m confused.
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